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In early modern Europe, ideas about nature, God, demons, and occult 
forces were inextricably connected, and much ink and blood were 
spilled in arguments over the characteristics and boundaries of nature 
and the supernatural. Jonathan Seitz uses records of Inquisition witch-
craft trials in Venice to uncover how individuals across society, from 
servants to aristocrats, understood these two fundamental categories. 
Others have examined this issue from the points of view of religious 
history, the  history of science and medicine, or the history of witch-
craft alone, but this work brings these sub-fields together to illuminate 
comprehensively the complex forces shaping early modern beliefs.
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a note on transcriptions and Citations

I have left spellings, capitalization, and punctuation as in the original 
texts; the only exception is that i/j and u/v have been modernized. I have 
generally avoided the use of [sic] as it would quickly have become tedious 
to the reader given the variant spellings, strange constructions, and out-
right malapropisms in many of the documents. (Early modern Venetians 
held a distinctly relaxed view of the rules of orthography and grammar.) 
Questionable transcriptions are marked with [?]. I have silently expanded 
common abbreviations and left out cancellations unless particularly 
informative. I have silently integrated marginalia and interlineations into 
the text, again unless otherwise informative. [Square brackets] indicate 
my changes or additions to the original text. {Curly brackets} indicate 
fully or partially illegible passages in the document – any text inside the 
brackets is my interpolation. All translations are my own unless other-
wise indicated.

Many of the archival sources used here lack reliable – or any – pagina-
tion or foliation, especially the trial dossiers. Where present and reliable 
I have included that information; in the remaining cases the name of the 
witness (or the incipit if anonymous) along with the date should be suffi-
cient to identify any individual citation.
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abbreviations

ACDF Archivio della Congregazione della Fede, Vatican City
APV Archivio Storico della Patriarcato di Venezia, Venice
ASV Archivio di Stato, Venice
ASVa Archivio Segreto, Vatican City
b. Busta, that is, (archive) box
BAVa Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Vatican City
Boerio Boerio, Giuseppe. Dizionario del Dialetto Veneziano. 

Venice: Giovanni Cecchini, 1856. Reprint, Florence: 
Giunti, 1998.

const. Constitutus, that is, the deposition of the defendant in  
a trial

CSI Criminalia Sanctae Inquisitionis (series of Holy Office 
files in the APV)

denunc. Denunciation
m.v. Modo veneto. The civil year in Venice began on 1 

March, but the documents of the Holy Office use the 
modern calendar. I have labeled those few documents 
that use the Venetian style with “m.v.” in the notes.

spont. comp. Sponte comparente, that is, a voluntary appearance 
before the Holy Office

St. St. Stanza Storica (section of the ACDF archives)
SU Sant’Uffizio (series of Holy Office files in the ASV)
test. Testimony or witness deposition
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